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Sluggish financial openness (liabilities + assets /GDP)
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Twin surpluses (1994‐2007, $ million)
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Coping with hot money

• invited by expectations for RMB exchange rate appreciation since 2003
• stimulate by liberalizing controls on stock market
• chase Chinese asset prices in the equity and property markets in 2007
• fuel strong monetary growth and additional inflationary pressure
• a new round of debate about the effectiveness and pace of capital account liberalization
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Controls on capital account transactions in China (as of Feb. 2007)
Inflows

Outflows

Free
Inward remittance converted into
Renminbi
Purchase B shares and QFIIs subject to
a set of limitations

Free
Subject to SAFE reviewing sources of foreign exchange assets
investments abroad.
Sale B shares, repatriate of QFIIs

residents

Sale B, H, N and S shares abroad

QDIIs

nonresidents

QFIIs

International development agencies are permitted to issue RMB
denominated bonds locally, with the approval of the MOF, the PBoC,
and the National Development and Reform Commission.

residents

Prior approval by State Council for
Examination and SAFE.
Earnings should be repatriated.

Authorized entities (insurance companies, securities firms and
qualified domestic banks) may purchase foreign bonds that meet
rating requirement, subject to approval of the CIRC and the SAFE.

nonresidents

QFIIs

No permission

residents

Bonds with less than one year
duration and commercial instruments,
approval by the SAFE.

Authorized entities (insurance companies, securities firms and
qualified domestic banks)

Collective
investment
securities

nonresidents

QFIIs invest in domestic closed‐end
and open‐end funds.

No permission

residents

Prior approval by State Council for
Examination and SAFE.
Earnings should be repatriated.

No permission for residents, except authorized entities

Derivatives and
other instruments

nonresidents

No permission

No permission

residents

Operations in such instruments by
financial institutions are subject to
prior review of qualifications and to
limit on open foreign exchange
position.

Banking institutions with approval by CBRC for the purpose of risk
hedging, not for speculation. Non‐financial institutions through
approved business of local financial institutions with no prior
permission, but through foreign financial institutions with prior
approval by the SAFE.

Direct investment

Stock market

Bonds and other
debt securities

Money market

nonresidents
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FDI: dominant inflows

Relaxation of control
Policy incentives
Low labor cost, good infrastructures, politic stability
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FDI inflows from Asia
• 50%+ from Asia
• reflecting vertically integrated
regional
supply chains
As an assembly hub, inviting foreign
ownerships with capital and
technology and exporting final goods
to the rest of the world with relatively
low domestic value added
• 63.7% from HKSAR
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Portfolio inflows: Less diversified

US subprime crisis, correction

peak with $ 42.86 bn

2003 RMB appreciation expectation

B and H shares beginning 1990s
Closed before 1990s

2002 QFII theme launched

concentrated on equity flows (first and most opened)
sharp increase since 2003
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Portfolio outflows: limited channels

Throughout past decade: mainly in the form of bonds, notes and credit loans
2006: Insurance companies & securities firms are allowed to sell or issue debt securities abroad
2007: QDII theme launched but encountered the US financial crisis
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Asia is the major source of inflows
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HKSAR is the dominant source of equity inflows
2001
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2003

2004

2005
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74.64
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84.41
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14.48

8.39

8.32
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9.41
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11.62

5.85

14.18

14.86
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11.59
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equity inflows
Overseas listing policy (H share) with agenda of SOEs reform
the stimulus for equity inflows from HKSAR
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debt securities inflows
debt securities inflows mainly come from Asia
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debt securities inflows
HK is the major source of debt securities inflows
HK as a financial center for China
RMB bond issued in HK ( RMB 10 bn)
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Banking sector’s opening

1980: first foreign bank
1994: most of the regulations and laws on foreign financial institutions were set up
2001: commitment to the entry of WTO
2001‐2005: lift all the geographical and business restrictions for foreign banks
2003‐: a sharp increase of China’s foreign banking claims
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Banking sector’s opening: share in China’s banking assets

The assets of foreign banking institutions amounted to RMB1.25 trillion yuan
that accounted for 2.38% of the total banking assets in China.
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Banking sector’s opening: major foreign players
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China’s empirical link with Asia
•

Capital control, inflexibility of interest rate and domestic prices ……in China make it difficult to
assess bilateral price correlations based on a comprehensive set of indicators covering the
money market, bond markets, equity markets and banking markets, and indicators related to
market infrastructures between China and Asia.
‐‐ ADB (2007): bilateral correlations between China’s equity index and the indexes of other Asian
countries were generally negative during 1990‐1996. But all of them turned into positive in the
post‐crisis period of 2000‐2007.
‐‐ Gao (2007): test on common trend of prices in terms of real exchange rates based on OCA
reflecting a broad fundamental link: (1) China, Japan, Korea and ASEAN; (2) China, Japan and
Korea.

•

Mixed results at regional level:
‐‐ co‐movements in interest rates and bond yields increased in recent years (Cowen et al 2006)
‐‐ interest rates in Asia have increasingly converged since 1997‐98 crisis (Kim and Lee 2008)
‐‐ cross‐country money market rate and bond yield differentials have fallen dramatically over
the past decade (ADB 2007)
‐‐ covered interest parity was rejected (Carcia‐Herrero and Wooldrudge 2007)
‐‐ consumption growth in most Asian countries remains uncorrelated (Mercereau 2005)
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China’s financial institutional cooperation with Asia
China’s policy response to the financial crisis of 1997‐98
•

China was praised as a big country with responsible reaction to region‐wide
currency deprecation for keeping its currency stable in the crisis of 1997‐98.
‐‐ the first time that both China and Asian economies started realizing that China’s
financial policy choices would have a strong regional effect.

•

Reflection of China’s preference in the formation of external financial policies:
‐‐ used to regard global financial organizations as an optimal solution
‐‐ initial “mute” response to Japan’s proposal of Asian Monetary Fund
‐‐ turned to be positive as China realized spillover effects of crisis
‐‐ market forces from China’s increasing financial integration with Asia
‐‐ police incentives from further liberalization of China’s capital account
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China and multiple forums/arrangements
Finance Ministries

Central banks

economic dialogue
forums

ASEAN+3 13
regional

MFG 14
suspended

APEC 21
trans‐regional

ASEM 25
+EU15

SEANZA 20
+Aus and NZ

EMEAP 11

Year established

1999

1997

1994

1997

1959

1991

China
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▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

RMB and CMI, July 2007
China‐Thailand

One‐way

US dollar/Baht

USD 2 billion

China‐Japan

Two‐way

Renminbi/Yen; Yen/Renminbi

USD 6 billion

Concluded: 6 Dec. 2001
Expired: 5 Dec. 2004
Concluded: 28 Mar. 2002

China‐Korea

Two‐way

Renminbi/Won; Won/Renminbi

USD 8 billion

Concluded 24 Jun. 2002

China‐Malaysia

One‐way

US dollar/Ringgit

USD 1.5 billion

Concluded: 9 Oct. 2002

China‐Philippines

One‐way

Renminbi/ Peso

USD 2 billion

China‐Indonesia

One‐way

US dollar/Rupiah

USD 4 billion

Concluded: 29 Aug. 2003
Amended: 30 Apr. 2007
Concluded: 30 Dec. 2003
Amended: 17 Oct. 2006

China and US$ 80 billion of regional reserve pool, 2008
China Japan Korea

ASEAN

80 %

20 %
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China and regional bond market
•

ABF 1 and 2:
ABF1 was only denominated in US dollar
ABF2 allows local currencies to denominate bond issuances
RMB is correspondingly used in the China Fund issuance.

•

HK as an intermediate center

•

Domestic barriers
limited size and immaturity of domestic bond market
capital controls ( fixed income market)
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China and regional collective currency arrangements
•

Asian emerging economies are generally dollar pegging.

•

China’s new exchange rate policy hasn’t changed much of dollar’s
dominant weight.

•

Need for a regional collective currency arrangement is still in doubt.

•

Existing proposals such as Common Currency Basket by Williamson (2000,
2005) and G‐3 Basket by Ogawa (2002) are irrelevant for local currency’s
role.

•

The Asian Monetary Unit (AMU) by Ogawa and Shimizu (2005) or Asian
Currency Unit (ACU) by the ADB (2005) was meaningful but with
difficulties in implementation and lack of positive acceptance by
participating countries.

•

Thinking about RMB’s role ?
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